Some More on Roman Road Area
7th January 2012
Some more photos

apologies for the poor quality

my scanner seems to be on its way out.

This is Number 69 (now 369) Roman Road at the corner of Vivian Road. The photo was
taken in 1935 and the shop was supposed to have been opened by Richard Rickards in 1859.
The shop was sold by Albert Rickards who then opened a similar shop in Leytonstone (small
world). This shop was converted into the little Roman Road Branch Library.

This is 641-645 in Roman Road in the 1960s. By all accounts 643 (old number was 343) used
to be run as an oil shop by Mr. Short and his sister supposedly they used to have biblical
texts dotted around the shop. The shop is on the corner of Appian Road and Roman Road it

used to be beyond Parnell Road and just before Lefevre Road. It is also close to Locton
Street where some of Mum s family (the Carters and Catheralls) lived.
The hairdressers on the other corner used to be Owens, the undertaker.

This is Woolf Cohen at his shop at 256 (now 556) Roman Road in 1904 when he opened the
store. I think the shop was between Sutherland and Stafford Road..

529 (old number 229 my maths is still pretty good !) Roman Road is along by Roman Road
School and next to The Needle Gun pub the photo was taken in 1954. By accounts the
hairdressers had been in the shop since the 1890s but in 1952 it became Bow Radio Supplies
and then Bow Record Centre. I m sure that this shop became The Shoe Box because the
Myers had their stall just on the right of this picture. The vacant area became the entrance to
a block of flats I remember a teenage called Dennis who had Down s Syndrome and was
always trying to help stallholders I think he lived in these flats and some of the stalls were
stored here.

This photo is of Armagh Road

looking towards Roman Road

taken in 1956.

This photo is of the Public Baths from Vernon Road

not too sure of the date.

Devine and Co were Whalebone Cutters in St. Stephens Road
if Perce Devine was anything to do with them.

taken in the 1920s. I wonder

This is supposed to be Michael Goldberg, who was known locally as the Banana King , at his
stall in Roman Road in 1946. He lived in Monier Road where Mum worked for the quality
furniture manufacturer I cannot remember the name.

This photo is of Parnell Road in the 1970s.

This photo is of the Old Ford Picture Palace in St. Stephens Road in 1912. We knew it as the
Ritz and it closed in 1961. There used to be a little door between the cinema and the café on
the corner Derek Myers and me used this for entry after a day in the market.

This is Roman Road
standing.

I don t know the date and I m not sure where the photographer was

This photo is of Roman Road from Parnell Road

taken in 1981.

This photo is at the top of Libra Road opposite Woolworth taken in 1969. I think it s where
some of the Usher stalls were. It is where the dustbin was in my previous photo between
Libra Road and the baths.

This photo, taken in 1965, is of Groves, the tobacconist and sweet shop, on the corner of
Saxon Road and Stafford Road
St. Stephens Road is in the distance. The shop was
established in 1938 and there is the mention of a dairy at 98 Saxon Road run by Herbert
Honeyball is this Jones s ??

